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Introduction.
With the advent of the constituent-quark model, the pion came to be considered as a two-body problem. This perception continued into the era of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), with the pion being viewed as the simplest accessible manifestation of QCD dynamics and therefore the natural testing ground for theoretical methods that aim to elucidate a wide range of QCD phenomena. Growing in parallel was an appreciation that the pion occupies a special place in nuclear and particle physics; viz., as the archetype for meson-exchange forces, and hence plays a critical role as an elementary field in the nuclear structure Hamiltonian [1, 2] . These conflicting views are reconciled in the modern paradigm [3] , which simultaneously describes the pion as a conventional bound-state in quantum field theory and the Goldstone mode associated with dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB). This dichotomy entails that fine tuning cannot play any role in a veracious explanation of pion properties and ensures that elucidating the nature of its parton content is critical to any understanding of QCD.
One of the earliest predictions of the QCD parton model was the behaviour of the pion's valence-quark distribution function at large Bjorken-x [4, 5] : q π (x) ∼ (1 − x) 2 . Owing to the validity of factorisation in QCD, q π (x) is directly measurable in πN Drell-Yan experiments. However, as described elsewhere [6] , conclusions drawn from a leading-order analysis of these experiments proved controversial, producing [7] q π (x) ∼ (1 − x) and thus an apparent disagreement with QCD. We address this issue herein by first correcting a commonly used expression for the valence-quark distribution function and then illustrating its consequences with an algebraic model that incorporates salient features of QCD.
Quark distribution function in the pion.
The hadronic tensor relevant to inclusive deep inelastic lepton-pion scattering may be expressed in terms of two invariant structure functions [8] . In the deep-inelastic Bjorken limit [9] : q 2 → ∞, P · q → −∞ but x := −q 2 /[2P · q] fixed, that tensor can be written (t µν = δ µν − q µ q ν /q 2 , P t µ = t µν P ν )
W µν (q; P) = F 1 (x) t µν − F 2 (x) P · q P t µ P t ν , F 2 (x) = 2xF 1 (x) . (1) F 1 (x) is the pion structure function, which provides access to the pion's quark distribution functions:
where e q is the quark's electric charge. The sum in Eq. (2) runs over all quark flavours; but in the π + it is naturally dominated by u(x),d (x) . Moreover, in the G-parity symmetric limit, which we employ throughout, u(x) =d(x). [Importantly, Bjorken-x is equivalent to the light-front momentum fraction of the struck parton.] The structure function may be computed from the imaginary part of the virtual-photon-pion forward Compton scattering amplitude: γ(q) + π(P) → γ(q) + π(P).
3. Rainbow-ladder truncation. Herein we analyse q π (x) in Eq. (2) within the context of the rainbow-ladder (RL) truncation of QCD's Dyson-Schwinger equations [10] . That truncation is the leading-order term in a symmetry-preserving scheme [11] [12] [13] which is accurate for, amongst other systems, isospinnonzero-pseudoscalar-mesons because corrections in this channel largely cancel owing to parameter-free preservation of the Ward-Green-Takahashi (WGT) identities. Following Ref. [14] , it is evident that the virtual Compton amplitude in RL truncation should be built from permutations of the three diagrams illustrated in Fig. 1 [15] . This collection is necessary and sufficient to ensure preservation of the relevant WGT identities so long as the dressed-quark propagators, pion Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes and dressed-quark-photon vertices, appearing in the diagrams, are all computed in RL truncation.
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Consider the virtual forward Compton amplitude in the Bjorken limit. The Amplitude-(3) permutation of the diagrams in Fig. 1 corresponds to a collection of so-called cat's ears contributions. They are greatly suppressed compared to the other two permutations in the Bjorken limit and hence may be neglected. The Amplitude-(2) permutation corresponds simply to symmetrising the incoming and outgoing photons and so need not explicitly be considered further. Consequently, one may focus solely on those diagrams drawn explicitly in Fig. 1 .
In the forward and Bjorken limits, Diagram-(A) in Fig. 1 is the textbook handbag contribution to virtual Compton scattering, which yields the following piece of the structure function:
where N c = 3 and the trace is over spinor indices; dk := 4 is a translationally invariant regularisation of the integral; δ x n (k η ) := δ(n · k η − xn · P); n is a light-like four-vector, n 2 = 0; P is the pion's four-momentum, P 2 = −m 2 π and n · P = −m π , with m π being the pion's mass; and
Owing to Poincaré covariance, no observable can legitimately depend on η; i.e., the definition of the relative momentum. Diagram-(A) is typically the only contribution retained in computations of the pion's quark distri- bution function; e.g., Refs. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In RL truncation, H π (P, k) is an infinite sum of ladder-like rungs, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , so that one may write [21] 
wherein
is the dressed-quark propagator, Γ π (k, P) is the pion's BetheSalpeter amplitude, and Γ n (k; x) is a generalisation of the quarkphoton vertex, describing a dressed-quark scattering from a zero momentum photon. It satisfies a RL Bethe-Salpeter equation with inhomogeneity in · γ δ x n (k η ) [21] . This treatment of Diagram-(A) is precisely analogous to the symmetry preserving analysis of the pion's electromagnetic form factor (at Q 2 = 0) [22] . Equation (4) ensures
gives the Ward-identity vertex and the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude is canonically normalised. The minimal Ansatz sufficient to preserve these qualities is
The other two diagrams in Fig. 1 have hitherto been overlooked. Given that the combination (B) − (C) is crucial if the WGT identities are to be satisfied in a RL analysis of Compton scattering, it would seem a mistake to ignore these terms. Let us therefore consider their content. A first observation is that (B) 0 − (C) = 0; i.e., if one omits all terms from the ladderlike sum in Diagram-(B), then it is completely cancelled by Diagram-(C). So, (B) − (C) is a sum of infinitely many ladderlike rungs, beginning with one rung. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 (left panel), which also exposes the internal structure of the pion's RL-truncation Bethe-Salpeter amplitude. Studying this figure, the nature of the combination (B) − (C) becomes plain; viz., it expresses a photon being absorbed by a dressed-quark, which then proceeds to become part of the pion bound-state before re-emitting the photon. Thinking perturbatively, one might imagine these processes to represent effects associated with initial/final-state interaction corrections to the handbag diagram and thus to be suppressed. However, so long as the gluon exchanges are soft, which is the limit depicted in the left-panel of Fig. 2 , that is not the case because the resummation of ladderlike rungs is resonant. This contribution is thus of precisely the same order as that from Diagram-(A) in Fig. 1 . In fact, akin to the final state interactions that produce single spin asymmetries [23] , the contribution we have identified is leading-twist and its appearance signals failure of the impulse approximation.
To elucidate further, consider the imaginary part of Fig. 2 left-panel in the Bjorken limit, which produces the leading contribution illustrated in the right panel: the vertex insertion can appear between any pair of interaction lines. Using the recursive structure of the ladder Bethe-Salpeter kernel and the Ward identity, which entails that inserting a zero-momentum vectorprobe into a propagator line is equivalent to differentiation of the propagator, then the compound vertex on the right side of Fig. 2 -right-panel is readily seen to correspond to differentiation of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude itself with respect to k η . One thus arrives at the following contribution from (B) − (C) to the pion's quark distribution function:
This expression is nonzero in general. It only vanishes when the pion's Bethe-Salpeter amplitude is independent of relative momentum; i.e., in the class of theories that employ a momentumindependent interaction, which includes models of the NambuJona-Lasinio type [24] and DSE-formulated analogues [25] .
Adding Eqs. (6) and (7), we have our amended result for the quark distribution function in RL truncation:
where the derivative acts only on the bracketed terms. Equation (8b) is the minimal expression that retains the contribution to the quark distribution function from the gluons which bind dressed-quarks into the pion. It produces results that are independent of η; i.e., the definition of the relative momentum.
Sketching the dressed-quark PDF.
A range of novel insights into the dressed-quark structure of the pion can be obtained by using [26] , with
where M is a dressed-quark mass-scale;∆ M (s) = M 2 ∆ M (s); k +z = k + zP/2 and we work in the chiral limit (P 2 = 0); and n π is the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude's normalisation constant.
To frame the analysis, one may begin by considering the pion's valence-quark parton distribution amplitude (PDA):
where 
i.e., the PDA appropriate to QCD's conformal limit [27] [28] [29] . Now consider q π A (x) in Eq. (6), which was hitherto the only contribution retained in evaluating the pion's dressed-quark distribution function. There are numerous ways to evaluate the integrals that arise after inserting Eqs. (9) . The simplest, perhaps, is to work with η = 0, and use light-front coordinates and the residue theorem, thereby obtaining
where n q = 9/(20π 2 n 2 π ). The result is independent of η, as one may establish by direct computation, and the x-dependence is independent of M, the defining mass-scale in Eqs. (9) . [Eq. (12) has also been obtained via analysis of the pion's generalised parton distribution beginning with Eqs. (9) [30] .]
Computation of q π BC (x) in Eq. (7) can similarly be completed:
The result is plainly nonzero; and it is also independent of η and M. Given that this term was previously omitted, one must enquire into its importance. The first thing to observe is
so q One is now in a position to consider the momentum sum rule; namely, to compute the light-front momentum fraction carried by the pion's dressed-quark in RL truncation:
viz., the dressed-quark and -antiquark each carry half the pion's momentum but that is only true after the leading contributions from all diagrams in Fig. 1 
To the eye, it is barely distinguishable from our complete result; and the mean value of the absolute relative difference between the curves is just 9%. Hence q 2 (x) can be useful as an approximation to Eq. (16).
dressed-quark PDF in RL truncation:
This is logical because the dressed-quark and -antiquark are the sole measurable constituents of the pion in an internally consistent RL computation: they and their associated bound-state amplitude absorb and contain all contributions from sea or glue partons. It follows that if the dressed quark carries a fraction x of the pion's momentum, the dressed antiquark carries [1 − x] . Notably, only a symmetric distribution produces x π q = 1/2 without fine-tuning.
We close this part with an analysis of the large-x behaviour. As noted in connection with Eq. (11), QCD-like scaling behaviour is obtained with ν = 1. It is thus unsurprising that
This is the power-law predicted by the QCD parton model [4, 5] , obtained simply and exactly. Owing to symmetry under
, the same power-law is manifest on x ∼ 0, a result which emphasises that q π L (x) is truly a constituent-like distribution: any sea-quark contamination would produce a marked asymmetry. Notably, there is a direct connection between the k 2 -dependence of a theory's interaction [ν in Eq. (9c)], the behaviour of the asymptotic PDA (ϕ
ν [26] ) and the PDF's power-law behaviour at a characteristic hadronic scale, ζ H [defined below]:
5. Incorporating sea-quarks and glue. The dressed-quark basis obtained using the rainbow-ladder truncation with a realistic one-loop renormalisation-group-improved (RGI) interaction [33] provides a good description of a wide range of pion properties [10] , including its mass and decay constant, electroweak 
which describes a RL-π + , dressing itself with a RL-ρ 0 . This process enables the photon to interact with RL-dressedū-and d-quark components within the physical π + , thereby shifting momentum into the pion's RL-dressed sea. Let us associate a total flux "Z" with such fluctuations. In a symmetry preserving treatment, such processes do not change the total baryonnumber content of the pion but they do reduce the probability of finding the RL-pion within the physical pion; and hence the quark distribution becomes
where q π M (x) describes the cumulative effect on the PDF of all resonant corrections to the RL computation.
In order to identify the second class of corrections, [C2], consider Fig. 4 . Contributions of the type in Diagram-(1) add addi-tional dressing to the quark; and those in Diagram-(2) add additional binding within the pion's Bethe-Salpeter amplitude. As such, they can be absorbed into the distribution of the dressedquarks and dressed-antiquarks within the pion, so that they serve mainly to modify the natural basis states and have little noticeable impact on either q π L (x) or q π M (x). On the other hand, Diagram-(3) has the effect of shifting momentum into the pion's gluon distribution. Evidently, whilst the struck dressedquark is still carrying a fraction x of the pion's momentum, the momentum of the spectator system is shared between the dressed-antiquarks and -gluons: attributing a net x g > 0 to the dressed-gluon, then the dressed-antiquark carries 1 − x − x g . In a symmetry preserving treatment, corrections in [C2] have no impact on net baryon number within the pion but they do rob momentum from the baryon-number-carrying dressed-partons; namely, q
, one arrives finally at the complete dressed-quark distribution function
. (22) A procedure one may follow in order to compute the pion's valence-quark distribution function, Eq. (22), is now apparent: begin with RL results, obtained using a sophisticated RGI kernel and with the resolution set via renormalisation at a particular scale ζ H ; then proceed systematically to add the corrections identified above; and, finally, use DGLAP evolution [34] [35] [36] [37] to obtain the result at any other scale ζ > ζ H . The last step is simply a labour-saving device because it eliminates the need for complete recomputation of the PDF at the new scale. In this way one fixes a priori that parameter, ζ H , which practitioners usually identify as the typical hadronic scale, and whose variation provides them with considerable flexibility as they seek to validate their model through a fit to data.
It is natural to ask for the value of ζ H at which the RL result alone should be most realistic. That is ζ H ≃ 0 GeV, because the light-front momentum fraction carried by dressed-sea and -glue diminishes as ζ is reduced. However, use of the available DGLAP equations at such a small value of ζ H is impossible because they are only valid on the perturbative domain. What, then, is a suitable compromise? An answer was provided in Ref. [6] : one should use ζ H ≥ 2Λ QCD ≈ 0.5 GeV, which corresponds to a scale whereat the chiral-limit dressed-quark massfunction, M(p 2 ) in Eq. (5), is concave-up (convex) and dropping rapidly but does not yet exhibit the behaviour associated with its truly asymptotic momentum-dependence. As explained elsewhere [38] , it is only for momenta within this domain that a rigorous connection with perturbative QCD (pQCD) exists: it is impossible to begin at a smaller scale because then the crucial elements in any calculation, e.g., the dressed-quark propagator, exhibit momentum dependence that is essentially nonperturbative in origin, such as the inflexion point associated with confinement [10] . Notably, the expansion parameter in the DGLAP equations is α(s)/[2π], where α(s) is the strong running coupling; and α(4Λ Some remarks are in order before proceeding. Notwithstanding the existence of calculable corrections to the RL truncation, the dressed-quarks and bound-states obtained in RL truncation provide a good basis for describing numerous hadron observables. This is readily illustrated via the pion's electromagnetic form factor, F π (Q 2 ). Meson-loop corrections only measurably affect its low-Q 2 behaviour, contributing 15% to r 2 π (squared-charge-radius) [39] ; and gluonic corrections analogous to Diagram-(3) serve only to modify the form-factor's anomalous dimension [10, 29, 40] . The salient features of F π (Q 2 ), including parton model scaling and the existence of scaling violations, are captured by the RL truncation [41] . (8) and the framework in Sect. 4 can be used to illustrate what may reasonably be expected from the procedure described in Sect. 5. This is valuable because, as will become apparent, differences between this illustration and results obtained using the complete procedure cannot be qualitatively significant.
Illustrating the essentials. Equations
The illustration can be built upon two observations, one concerning the dressed-sea distribution and the other relating to glue. Note first that with realistic masses, meson-loop corrections to the RL result for the pion electromagnetic form factor at Q 2 = 0 are an O(5%) effect. This is evident in Ref. [39] and also in the result that, absent chiral corrections, the pion's leptonic decay constant is [42] 
Regarding the profile of the dressed-sea contribution, we draw guidance from empirical information on πN Drell-Yan [43] :
where 1/N is a simple algebraic factor that ensures 
The same consideration of πN Drell-Yan shows that 29% of the pion's momentum is carried by glue at ζ H [ x g = 0.29], in a distribution that has [43] α g ≈ 3/2 and β g ≈ 1 + β V , where β V is the exponent which characterises the pion's valence-quark distribution on x ≃ 1. In Eq. (22), we therefore use
with s g a parameter, in order to shift 29% of the RL-dressed quarks' momentum into the gluon distribution. [Equation (26) is consistent with Eqs. Using Eqs. (16) and (22)- (26), the pion's dressed-quark distribution function is completely determined. Notably, it is not very sensitive to the values of the x s ≈ Z and x g , so long as x s + x g , the momentum fraction contained in sea-quarks and glue, remains constant. We have explained our preferred values of Z, x g . Given the simplicity of our input, there is little sense in fine tuning them; but we will subsequently illustrate the effect of increasing the sum to x s + x g = 0.40 at ζ H .
Before proceeding further, however, it is worth comparing our model's predictions with available results from numerical simulations of lattice-regularised QCD (lQCD). Such studies typically work with a resolving scale ζ 2 = 2 GeV, so comparison requires DGLAP evolution of our prediction from ζ H → ζ 2 . That is readily accomplished by working with the Mellin moments. One first computes
up to a maximum number of moments: we use m max = 40. Then, at ζ > ζ H [44] :
where
[We use [33] n f = 4, Λ QCD = 0.234 GeV in the computation.] An approximation to q π (x; ζ 2 ) is readily reconstructed from the evolved moments by supposing the PDF is well described by a distribution with the functional form in Eq. (24) . The procedure yields
Equation (27) describes leading-order evolution. Any material differences generated by next-to-leading-order (NLO) evolution are masked by a 25% increase in ζ H [43] .
Owing to the loss of Poincaré-covariance, existing lQCD algorithms only provide access to the lowest three nontrivial moments of q π (x). A contemporary simulation [45] , using two dynamical fermion flavours, m π 0.34 GeV and nonperturbative renormalisation at ζ 2 = 2 GeV, produces the first row here: 
The results in Ref. [45] agree with those obtained in earlier estimates based on simulations of quenched lQCD [46, 47] and are consistent with the values obtained from our computed distribution, evolved to ζ 2 .
In Fig. 5 we compare our result with available experiment [7] . The average mass-scale for the data is ζ 5 = 5.2 GeV [49] , so we plot our prediction for xq π (x) evolved from ζ H → ζ 5 ; viz., 40, illustrating the effect of shifting 10% more of the dressedquarks' momentum into sea and glue; data -Ref. [7] , rescaled according to the reanalysis described in Ref. [48] (dot-dot-dashed curve); dotted -DSE result in Ref. [21] ; and dot-dashed -first DSE prediction [20] .
In considering the data in Fig. 5 , it is important to recall that E615 [7] reported a PDF obtained via a leading-order analysis in pQCD; and, as noted in Sect. 1 and discussed elsewhere [6, 20, 49] , this yielded controversial behaviour on x ≃ 1, contradicting QCD-based expectations: producing
A subsequent NLO reanalysis [48] , which, crucially, also included soft-gluon resummation, indicated that the data are actually consistent with q π (x) ∼ (1 − x) 2 : as emphasised by Ref. [49] , NLO evolution alone cannot expose that. Thus, in Fig. 5 we plot the E615 data rescaled as follows E615 2010 = F (x) E615 1989 , where F (x) is the x-dependent ratio of Fit-3 in Ref. [48] to the E615 fit described in Table VII of Ref. [50] . It is apparent in Fig. 5 that the data and all QCDbased calculations agree on the behaviour of q π (x) within the valence-quark domain.
Conclusions and prospects.
A useful starting point for the analysis of parton distribution functions and amplitudes is the rainbow-ladder (RL) truncation of QCD's Dyson-Schwinger equations. This framework provides a description of hadrons via a dressed-quark basis, the accuracy of which in any given channel is knowable a priori. In this connection, we argued that the impulse-approximation expression used hitherto to define the pion's dressed-quark distribution function is incorrect owing to omission of contributions from the gluons which bind dressed-quarks into the pion. The corrected expression [Eq. (8) ] ensures that, independent of model details, RL-dressed quarks define a purely valence distribution, they always each carry one-half of the pion's light-front momentum [Eq. (15)], and the valence-quark distribution behaves as (1 − x)
2 on x ≃ 1 [Eq. (17) ]. Using algebraic formulae for the dressed-quark propagator and pion Bethe-Salpeter amplitude, which express effects associated with dynamical chiral symmetry breaking and produce the correct asymptotic pion parton distribution amplitude, we computed the RL result for the pion's valence-quark momentum distribution function [ Fig. 3] .
We subsequently explained [Sect. 5] that corrections to the RL prediction for the pion's structure function may be divided 6 into two classes: [C1], which redistributes baryon-number and momentum into the dressed-quark sea; and [C2], which shifts momentum into the pion's dressed-gluon distribution. So far as one can determine empirically, contributions within [C2] are most important at an hadronic scale; viz., ζ H ≈ 2 Λ QCD . Working with this information, we built a simple algebraic model to express the principal impact of both classes of corrections, which, coupled with the RL prediction, permitted a realistic comparison with existing experiment [Fig. 5 ]. This enabled us to reveal essential features of the pion's valence-quark distribution. Namely, at a characteristic and reasonable hadronic scale, the pion's valence-quark distribution behaves as (1 − x) 2 for x 0.85; and the valence-quarks carry roughly two-thirds of the pion's light-front momentum. It follows from this analysis that extant measurements of the pion's valence-quark distribution function confirm basic features of QCD.
On the other hand, a valuable opportunity is now available. Employing the methods introduced in Refs. [26, 41, 51] , one can follow the procedures sketched in Sects. 5 and 6 so as to achieve a quantitatively reliable, QCD-connected unification of the pion's valence-quark distribution function (PDF) with, inter alia, its distribution amplitudes and elastic electromagnetic form factor. Whilst this cannot change the essential features of the valence-quark PDF, it will produce some quantitative modifications and one would also thereby obtain predictions for the sea-quark and gluon distributions, which are poorly constrained by existing experiment and theory. Completing such a picture is crucial as hadron physics enters an era of new-generation experimental facilities, whereat measurements could be made that would better constrain all the pion's parton distribution functions, using techniques such as those discussed in Refs. [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . The attendant possibilities also provide strong motivation for generalising both our algebraic framework and more sophisticated treatments in order to compute the kaon's PDF.
